City of Falls Church
Parking Review & Recommendations
December 12, 2018
CACT December Meeting
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Why do care about parking?
●

Parking (auto) is one of multiple modes of transportation, all meriting public
planning and investment

●

Long standing challenges with predatory towing + recent escalation in towing

●

Ultimately it’s an economic development issue

Task force / working group underway since early 2018 - with representatives across
City Council, Planning Commission, Economic Development Authority, Citizens
Advisory Committee on Transportation, and Chamber of Commerce
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Current situation
What we hear from citizens and businesses
What we see on the ground
Recent “quick wins”
Initial recommendations
Next steps
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Aerial view of Downtown Falls Church

Observations:
many parcels and
individual land
owners and a
significant amount of
surface parking
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What we’re hearing
Citizens

Business Owners

Property Owners

I can’t or don’t want to walk or
bike; I want to park my car in
front of a business (for free)

I need dedicated and plentiful
parking otherwise people
won’t come to my business

My tenants complain if their
space are taken, so I should be
able to sign my spaces and tow

I want to park my car once
and be able to visit several
businesses without moving my
car

My employees don’t want to
park far away or in a garage

I pay for my spaces via my
taxes - why should I share?

I have a specialty business
requiring close parking spaces

The city should provide a free,
municipal garage

I don’t want to be towed
I don’t know where to park

I pay for my spaces via my
rent - why should I share?
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What we’re seeing
Acknowledging good intentions, there is an overproliferation of signs and markings,
especially at entrances to parking lots where public spaces are located
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What we’re seeing
Insufficient & confusing: street pole signs, sandwich boards, entrances to private
garages

Signs for public spaces

Signs for Kaiser
garage (day & night)
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Entrance to Kaiser garage
is unclear if it’s actually
allowed for public parking
- no public parking signs
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George Mason Square /
Atlantic Garage contradictory signage and
public parking signs are
difficult to see
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What we’re seeing
Public spaces are interspersed within private spaces, difficult to distinguish, and have
faded markings
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What we’re seeing
Business owners are taking matters into their own hands, creating even more sources of
information and increasing sign overload.
(Silver lining: some discussions underway to create private shared parking arrangements)
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What we’re seeing

1. Towing spiked in summer
2018
2. Biggest contributor is
from “downtown” - 100-200
N. blocks (blue bar)
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3. Small sample size: data is
highly dependent if a
property owner chooses to
enforce towing that month
4. Context is key:
- May spike due to
Memorial Day towing
(red bar)
- S. Maple and S.
Washington towing is
comparably high
(green bar)
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Twoee“quick wins” have been implemented recently
Thr

25 on street parking spaces were added on Park Ave and N. Maple Ave - Summer 2018
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Online map available at:
www.fallschurchva.gov/parking
www.choosefallschurch.org/176/
Public-Parking
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A new shared parking arrangement
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What we see on the ground
Recent “quick wins”
Initial recommendations
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Let’s assume positive intent ...
1. Most people would walk or bike if certain conditions are met:
○ Physically able
○ Reasonable distance
○ Favorable weather conditions
○ Walk (and bike) infrastructure supports it - useful, safe, comfortable,
interesting
2. No one wants to be towed and most don’t intentionally park in private
spaces
3. Property owners and businesses don’t want to tow either
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Our list of ideas is growing with short and long term actions
Maximize use of
existing assets

- Parking maps to all
businesses
- Communications push
- Paint spaces a
distinguishing color
- Spot enforcement
- Sign revamp,
including lit signs on
garages

Comprehensive
transportation plans
& walkability

Incent more efficient
parking behavior

- New parking
utilization study
- Designate ridesharing
zones to encourage
more use and less
parking demand
- Walkability work
- Learn from other
places

- Carrots to incent
shared parking: liability
insurance, stormwater
tax credits, snow and
ice removal
- Designate employee
parking elsewhere and
“parking cash out”
- Change management

Find new
opportunities

- Add more 2 hr spaces
in right of way
- Re-align spaces in
shared parking lot
- Negotiate additional
hours at garages
- Explore use of
technology

Cost & effort
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Our next steps, and what can you do?
1. Increased communication underway - parking maps, board and commission
discussions, business visits.

2. Prioritization and funding implications in annual budget discussions

3. Stay engaged, share your ideas with us, and advocate for action
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Appendix
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Our recommendations

1. Maximize use of
existing assets

2. New opportunities

●
●
●
●

Distribute universal parking maps to all downtown businesses
Publicity: website updates, social media & communication push
Paint inter-mixed parking spaces a standard, distinguishable color or logo
Make it easy and safe to access public parking and alternative modes (refresh
crosswalks, sharrows, lighting)
Spot enforcement of 2 hour parking zones to encourage turnover
Info kiosks on Park/Maple and Washington/Park Pl
Sign revamp for parking and wayfinding - bigger, simpler, fewer
Electronic signs on garages

●
●
●
●
●
●

Add more 2 hr spaces in public right of way - Park, Little Falls, & S. Maple
Re-align angled public spaces adjacent to N. Maple and add more on city land
Negotiate additional hours at Kaiser and Atlantic garages or long term lease
Offsite parking for employees
City owned property on S. Maple
Technology - IoT parking sensors + mobile app

●
●
●
●

Cost & effort

red = highest impact, lowest cost
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●
●

3. Comprehensive
transportation &
walkability
improvements

●
●
●
●
●

4. Incentivize more
efficient parking
creation & behavior

●
●

New parking utilization study - updated data to inform additional strategies
Multimodal - where does parking fit in with rideshare, scooters, Metro,
downtown shuttle
Designate ridesharing pickup/drop off zones to encourage more sharing and
less SOV and parking demand
Research successful parking management methods used by smart cities for
public-private collaboration
Walkability work: make walking as good, easy, and cheap as driving
Change management across the community
Encourage & incent shared parking for complementary schedule of uses
○
Extend the city’s liability insurance, stormwater tax credit, snow & ice
removal service
○
Standard parking agreement template available to businesses
New development - consider VC to fund large, collective parking vs parking
minimums
Employers to offer “parking cash out” - trade spaces allocated to employees for
cash equivalent

Cost & effort

Our recommendations

Parking lot ideas
Aspirations -reference examples of good parking signage, etc
Parking sensor info
Big event parking
Handicap parking - do we have enough public ADA spaces
Solve market inefficiency: EDA to broker shared parking- they rent from
residences/businesses with excess
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